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Delegating
Delegation is a consistent focal point for leaders
who want to improve their effectiveness. Itʼs how
things get done.
Effective delegation requires
leaders to first test their thinking and mental model
for delegation before they test or develop their
skills.
The Lies We Tell & Semantics
When it comes to delegation, most of us are liars.
Not the diabolical kind, just the kind that lie to ourselves about why we canʼt or shouldnʼt delegate.
Here are some lies we may need to push into the
light and call them what they are:
In the time it takes me to explain this to the
person, I could have done it three times.(D)
Iʼm the only one whoʼs intimate enough with
the (task/issues/process, etc.) to pull this
off. (I)
The other person is busy enough, I donʼt
want to burden them and itʼs simple enough
thing for me to do.(S)
If I want it done right, I have to do it myself.
(C)

Leaders want their delegates to “take the ball and
run with it”. They also want them to be independent actors, to be proactive and when faced with two
less than optimal choices, choose the one that is
least worse (triage). In most cases we desire not
only to delegate, but to empower the delegate to
fully act and decide on our behalf. Enabling this
empowered form of delegation requires that three
distinct and essential elements of the delegation
process be managed effectively.
The figure below outlines the three essential elements required to achieve this type of empowered
delegation. These are: Delegation of the TASK,

Leaders also have to come to grips with the semantics of what “delegate” means to them. To delegate
is of course a verb: to give a task or assignment to
another person to carry out. Leaders, for the most
part, are prone to action and tend to understand the
verb meaning of delegate.
Delegate is also a noun. As such, delegation is a
leadership decision to select or appoint someone
who will act or decide on your behalf. This definition is less “action” focused and more “other” focused. In this way delegation assumes a high degree of performer maturity; someone who is both
highly capable and psychologically willing. These
are not the performers to give SLJʼs (simply little
jobs) to. Delegation is for your “A” players, your emissaries, your delegates.
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Cultivation of Delegate OWNERSHIP and management of ENABLERS.
Typically leaders only really “see” and therefore attend to one or two of these elements. As a results,

many leaders tend develop a delegation “blindspot”.
The information that follows was developed by
LSSD participants as they applied the three components of Delegation and Empowerment to their
work experiences. LSSD Participants worked to
identify typical failure modes of delegation as well
as strategies for avoiding these pit falls.
Please use this information to check, trouble shoot
and to improve the effectiveness of your delegation.

Delegation of the Task
The Figures below identify a few of the important
Task considerations for delegation.
Task Delegation Failure Modes: What are the potential failure modes that may occur when the TASK
considerations of delegation are not attended to
effectively?
• Delegate misses deadlines
• Task does not get done or stalls
• Final task deliverable is done incorrectly or of
poor quality
• Results in corrective feedback to the delegate,
perhaps compromising their future willingness,
increasing resistance and lowering their motivation
• Delegate becomes stressed or frustrated
• Delegate loses trust or respect in the eyes of
peers and colleagues
• Delegate may procrastinate or be reluctant to
start or finish assignment for fear of being “incorrect”
Review the list above. Do any of these sound familiar or occur when you delegate? Check or highlight those that do.
The list of effective delegation of Task Strategies
below represents the thoughts of LSSD participants. Review this list and determine if one or two
of these strategies would help improve your own
Task delegation.
Delegation of TASK Strategies: What must be
done to ensure that the Task considerations of
delegation are attended to effectively?
• Engage in a two-way dialogue that ensures you
and the delegate comfortably share an understanding of the situation/context as well as the
basic intent or outcome of the issue to be delegated.
• Be sure that clear milestones, objectives,
budget parameters, etc. have been identified for
the issue to be delegated.
• You and the delegate should discuss and contract what the feedback and monitoring process
/ cycle should look like; what will be reviewed,
the frequency, your roles, etc.
• Ensure that you and the delegate discuss and
are comfortable with their skill-task match.
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•
•

Ensure that you and the delegate discuss and
are comfortable with the workload match.
If youʼve chosen your delegate wisely, he/she
will initiate and own at least fifty percent of this
discussion.

Earlier you selected a failure mode that you experience when delegating. Which of the above activities will best help avoid the failure modes you
checked earlier?

Management of Enablers
The figure below outlines a few critical delegation
enablers that need to be attended to.

Failure Modes: What can go wrong when critical
Enablers for delegation are not attended to effectively?
• Deliverables are late or behind schedule
• De-motivator
• The delegate will appear and or experience apprehension and frustration
• The delegate may take short-cuts and increase
the level of risk associated with the assignment
• Alternative solutions may not be considered and
opportunities may be missed
• Resources may be used inefficiently
• Delegates could simply give up and stop working the issue
• The delegate may overstep their boundaries or
not extend their reach far enough
• Other members within the organization may
complain or resent the efforts of the delegate

•

The delegate may strain or disrupt relationships
in the organization

Do your delegation efforts “suffer” from any of these
failure modes? In the next list of Enabler Strategies
see if you cannot find actions that you can take to
avoid the pitfalls you just identified above.
Strategies for Managing Delegation Enablers:
What must be done to ensure that the Enabling
considerations of delegation are attended to effectively?
• Provide the tools (databases, computers, processes, etc.) for effective execution
• Discuss authority with your delegate, develop
strategies to extend the necessary authority to
the delegate and work together to foresee how
and when authority may become an issue during the course of the “project”
• Discuss and clarify information sources that can
be made available to the delegate
• Discuss the delegates willingness or concerns
regarding any new levels of authority associated with the “project”
• Discuss, identify and formalize channels of
communication between you and the delegate
• Back your delegate up, donʼt let them swing out
there alone
• Ensure task delegation & ownership
• Formally communicate to your boss and peers
the level of authority that has been vested in the
delegate
• Discuss and align the resource requirements
associated with the “project”
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Cultivation of Ownership
The figure below outlines important elements in
Cultivating Delegate Ownership.
What can go wrong when delegate ownership is not
cultivated?
• Your task can get lost in the shuffle of the delegates other activities
• When representing your needs (in meetings/
teams), the delegate may cave in prematurely
and not represent your interests as strongly as
you would have wished
• Delegate may engage in “blame-storming” and
finger pointing when small problems or issues
occur
• Delegate may not take a proactive stance on
the “project”
• Delegate may stop working on the “project” all
together
• Deadlines may slip or not be taken seriously
• Delegate may reverse delegate, pushing actions and requirements back to you
• Work quality may suffer or not be taken seriously
Strategies for Cultivating Delegate Ownership:
What must be done to ensure that delegate Ownership has been Cultivated effectively?
• Back up your delegate, support and defend
them
• Ensure that you and the delegate discuss why
the “project” is important as well as the purpose
of the “project”
• Clearly articulate why you have selected the
delegate. Make a strong connection between
the delegate and the task
• Provide the delegate with history, context and
background
• Exhibit trust in delegate. Donʼt interfere or meddle
• Let the delegate develop the plan or the approach and ask how you can support that plan /
approach
• If possible link the “project” to the delegates
overall professional development
• Ask the delegate to define how you and he/she
will report and status this project.

What to Look For When Delegating
The effective delegation process should have a certain look and feel to it. Remember, a delegate is
someone who possesses a high degree of capability combined with a high degree of willingness.
During the delegation process, the delegate should
really be more active in ensuring that the Task,
Enabling and Ownership elements are attended to.
You should observe the delegate asking questions
such as “Why did you select me for this assignment?”, “How should we status each other on progress?”, “What needs to be done to ensure Iʼm recognized as the “leader” of this activity by my peers
and superiors?”.
The more your delegate initiates discussions on the
Task, Enabling and Ownership issues, the more
confident you can be that youʼve selected the right
person (R4). Initially you may need to coach and
prompt the delegate with some questions. It is fine
if you have to ask many of these questions and
prompt the discussions. In this case you should be
evaluating how quickly and easily your delegate
comes up with suggestions and ideas.

Summary
Effective delegation often requires us first to challenge our thinking, our mental model; from delegation as simply a verb to delegation as a noun. Our
delegates should be people who can act and decide on our behalf, people who are highly capable
and willing.
Delegating effectively also means attending to
three important elements; Delegation of the Task,
Management of Enablers and the Cultivation of
Ownership.
From this article I hope that you have been able to
isolate delegation failure modes that you tend to
experience as well as ideas for how to prevent
them from occurring in the future.
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